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Based in Kingston, NY, Catskill Hudson Bank serves the needs of its business and
consumer customers by blending dedicated customer service with a state-of-the-art
banking network designed to be “the most advanced on the planet.” The financial
institution sought a partner that could effectively and accurately protect its advanced
network against vulnerabilities, ensure compliance with numerous regulatory
examinations, regulations and standards, and produce custom reports. After first
choosing another provider that couldn’t deliver, they selected Tenable — which did.

Key Business Needs

Resulting Benefits

Catskill Hudson must deal with the risk of cybersecurity issues, threats and attacks,
while complying with numerous regulatory requirements and reporting relevant
data to its executive team, Board and IT steering committee. It needed to secure
its advanced network and sensitive data with trusted vulnerability protection and
patch notification, reliable compliance auditing and customizable reporting. When
another security provider’s security software produced false audit results under a
tight deadline, the bank needed a new and better solution, quickly.

In addition to a providing an
excellent audit score under deadline,
SecurityCenter delivers trusted reliability
and stability. It automates and simplifies
the creation of custom reports for
different stakeholders, and presents
technical information to a non-technical
audience in clear and understandable
language. In addition, Nessus scans
make audits routine, and auditors know
and trust the Tenable products’ name
and reputations. The products are
backed by the Tenable team’s ongoing
technical support, which provides
assistance every step of the way.

Tenable Products Selected
In only eight days, Tenable helped the bank deploy a SecurityCenter® server, with
a custom audit solution created by its engineers. Subsequently, the audit resulted
in a perfect score, as well as the confidence that it was the solution the bank was
looking for. In addition, Nessus® delivers scanning and audit capabilities that
simplify and facilitate audits. The Tenable team’s quick and effective response,
comprehensive capabilities and dedicated service convinced Catskill Hudson that
it made the right choice.
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For More Information: Please visit tenable.com
Contact Us: Please email us at sales@tenable.com or visit tenable.com/contact
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